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Presenter
Presentation Notes
JLL is a financial and professional services firm specializing in commercial real estate.  We offer comprehensive integrated services to owner, investor and developer clients seeking increased value. Within JLL, I work on our Energy and Sustainability Services team.  We do Owner’s Rep project management for energy and sustainability projects including LEED Certification and energy retrofits. We are constantly evaluating new technologies that will reduce the energy usage of our clients office space, building or portfolio. Today, I am going to speak with you about Lighting Controls.I will get more into detail during the presentation but the main objective of the presentation today is:highlight how lighting and lighting controls contribute to energy conservation in buildings
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Buildings and Emissions: Making the Connection

DOE, 2008 Buildings Energy Data Book, Section 1.1.1, 2008.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Big Picture:Buildings consume 39% of total US primary energy use.Commercial buildings in the US contribute to 16% of the country’s greenhouse gas emissions As we set greenhouse gas reduction targets for 2020, 2030 and 2050, commercial buildings are a prime candidate.

http://buildingsdatabook.eren.doe.gov/
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Building Energy End Use Breakdown

Residential

Commercial

DOE, 2008 Buildings Energy Data Book, Section 3.1.4, 2008.

DOE, 2008 Buildings Energy Data Book, Section 2.1.5, 2008.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you dig deeper into the energy usage in buildings and take a look at the energy end use breakdown, you can see that:Lighting is a huge slice of the pie in both residential and commercial buildings. When I am advising clients on where to focus their efforts, these are logical places to start and lighting tends to be the lower hanging fruit. Today I am going to focus on commercial buildings. 

http://buildingsdatabook.eren.doe.gov/
http://buildingsdatabook.eren.doe.gov/
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Common Issues in Commercial Spaces

• Over illuminated

• No daylight control

• Lights left on in vacant spaces 

• Lights left on after operating hours

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over illuminatedNo daylight control- constant light level no matter whatLeave lights on in vacant spaces or after operating hours
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Corrective Action: Lighting Controls

What is Lighting Control?

• The ability to regulate the level and quality of light in a given space 
for specific tasks or situations.

Types of Lighting Controls:

• Scheduling
• Occupancy / Vacancy Sensors
• Dimming
• High End Trimming / Tuning
• Daylight Harvesting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lighting Controls can correct these common issues:What is Lighting Control?Light control is the ability to regulate the level and quality of light in a given space for specific tasks or situations. Controlling light properly not only enhances the experience, it helps to save energy by using light when and where it is needed most.Scheduling:  Lights automatically turn off or are dimmed at certain times of the day or based on sunrise or sunset or hours of operation.Occupancy / Vacancy Sensors: Automatically turning lights off when people vacate the space.Dimming: Providing users one or more light levels than full-on and full-off.All lighting sources, including halogen, CFLs, and, LED bulbs, can be dimmed. Dimmers reduce power to the lighting source or bulb, so they save energy and can extend bulb life. Incandescent and halogen bulbs last up to 20 times longer when used with a dimmer.  LED bulbs run cooler when dimmed which can also extend bulb life.High End Trim / Tuning: Set target light level based on occupant requirements in the space.  Daylight Harvesting: Automatically adjust light levels based on the amount of daylight in the space.
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How can Lighting Control save energy?

• Reduces watts used when lights are on (dimming)

• Maximizes effective use of sunlight (daylight harvesting)

• Reduces operating hours (switching) 

• Yields HVAC savings through reduced cooling load 

Corrective Action: Lighting Controls

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reduces watts used when lights are on (dimming / tuning) Maximizes effective use of sunlight (daylight harvesting)Reduces operating hours (switching off) Yields HVAC savings through reduced cooling load Assume 1.3 watts of HVAC savings for every 10W reduction in lighting load.
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Lighting Controls: Scheduling

© Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next few slides show graphically how lighting controls save energyScheduling: lights are scheduled to go on at 7am and off at 7pm.  This is the simplest form of lighting control and actually works quite well.  As you can see the total annual lighting consumption started at 8.76 kWh/SF and through scheduling was reduced to 5 kWh/SF.
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Lighting Control: Scheduling + Occupancy Sensors

© Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add occupancy or vacancy sensors into the mix and lights are now going off when the employees leave their offices for lunch or a coffee break.
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Lighting Controls: Scheduling + Occupancy Sensors + Tuning

© Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add tuning in and you bring the overall lighting power down from 1W/SF down to 0.7W/SF or whatever is comfortable.  This is pretty much undetectable by the occupants and yields additional savings.
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Lighting Controls: Scheduling + Occupancy Sensors + 
Tuning + Daylight

© Lutron Electronics Co., Inc. 2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And lastly- daylighting.  As the sun rises and more daylight enters the space, the lights dim in response.All in- bringing the annual energy consumption of the lighting in the space down from 9 to <2 kwh/SF.  At $0.17/kWh, this can be a compelling case for Lighting controls.
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Evolution of Lighting Controls

• Building Sweep Controls
o Facility Level Shut-off after hours
o No user Feedback and No Sensing Capability

• Occupancy and Daylight Detection
o Room Level Sensing
o Extensive pre-design phase and wiring
o Limited to private offices and conference rooms

• Zone Level Lighting and Centralized Control
o Centralized Server based control
o Network dependency
o No individual optimization of light

• Intelligent Fixture Management
o Luminaire Level Sensing and Control
o Maximizes occupant comfort and energy savings
o Intelligent data network and analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have talked about various levels of lighting control and I just wanted to talk about the evolution and what we are starting to see more of now in the offices that we work in… Building Sweep ControlsOccupancy and Daylight DetectionZone Level Lighting and Centralized ControlIntelligent Fixture Management
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Other Benefits of Advanced Lighting Control

• Demand Response

• Space Utilization / Workplace Strategy

• Automated Window Treatments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I mentioned the financial benefit of lighting controls via utility savings but some of the other benefits include:Demand response:One of the major benefits to lighting control is the ability to participate in demand response, so reducing your load during peak times.Many lighting control solutions contain load shedding software that can easily reduce lighting loads either at the touch of a button or via an automatic command. Lighting is an ideal choice for load shedding in a commercial application because it consumes a substantial amount of electricity and because power reductions can be implemented gradually with no interruption to productivity so that they go unnoticed by the occupants in a building.Depending on your location and the stress on the grid, utilities may even pay you to reduce your demand during an event.  In New York, these incentives have tripled in value and are very attractive.  Further adding to the business case. Space Utilization data logging for workplace strategySensors are pushing data back to the main frame.  Customers can mine the data to determine occupancy patterns and conference room usage and plan space upgrades accordingly.  In this day and age, everyone loves the ability to collect data.  They don’t necessarily know what they are going to do with it yet but that is besides the point. Window Shades- having your light system communicate with your window treatments.  This adds a level of increased occupant comfort.Provides additional energy efficiency options: “Winter warm” opens the shades, taking advantage of sunlight warming a southern façade.  Lights will dim. “Summer cool” does the opposite by lowering shades and blocking solar heat gain, thereby reducing your cooling costs and lighting levels will increase in response.
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Building Energy Codes

• ASHRAE 90.1

• IECC

• Title 24 (California)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lighting controls have clearly been recognized to be an important strategy for energy conservation as the nation’s top three building energy codes ASHRAE 90.1The International Energy Conservation Code (IECC), and Title 24 of the California Code of Regulationshave very similar mandatory lighting control requirements that designers and engineers must meet for new construction and major renovation projects. They also require functional testing of controls after they are installed to make sure they are performing as intended and the tenant is benefiting from the savings.
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State Energy Code Adoption

www.energycodes.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Top three codes are used by nearly every U.S. state as the basis for local building energy codes. These codes and standards reflect the importance of using lighting controls to conserve energy. DOE Ruling Sept 26, 2014: All states must adopt an energy code as stringent as 90.1-2013 by Sept. 26, 2016. 

http://www.energycodes.gov/
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Case Study: Global Financial Headquarters

• Reduced annual lighting consumption by 3 
million kWh

• Reduced HVAC consumption by 400,000 kWh

• Annual utility savings of $561,000

• Payback of 5.5 years after incentives

• 19% ROI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The codes focus on new construction and tenant fit outs but it is important to think about this in our existing spaces as well bc these buildings are not going anywhere and they may not have been subjected to as stringent energy codes as we are seeing today. I wanted to highlight a project that we did for a Global Financial Institution at their headquarters in NYC.  The project had custom 5 foot fluorescent fixtures.  Going through and replacing these fixtures was cost prohibitive and doing extensive above the ceiling wiring was also cost prohibitive. We devised a solution that would minimize the above the ceiling work.  We reballasted the existing fixtures with dimming ballasts, replaced the lamps while we were at it and added a sensor and controller at nearly every fixture in the building.  Through a wireless platform each fixture is individually addressable and profiles can be set.  The sensors enable tuning, daylight dimming, occupancy control.  The sensors each collect and store data points that the owner of the system can use to make informed decisions.  63% reduction in lighting consumption The client was thrilled.
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Thank you

Crissy Haley
Senior Project Manager
Jones Lang LaSalle
crissy.haley@am.jll.com

By Data courtesy Marc Imhoff of NASA GSFC and Christopher Elvidge of 
NOAA NGDC. Image by Craig Mayhew and Robert Simmon, NASA GSFC. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right now- there is a combination of financial and regulatory drivers promoting lighting controls.  As we saw, states are requiring new buildings to implement lighting controls but at the same time tenants and building owners are doing it on their own because it makes sense financially.  You can get paid to comply.   And I said it in the beginning but I just wanted to reiterate that lighting controls are an important piece of the energy conservation puzzle.   As we reviewed today, there are options to develop a customized solution for your unique space or building whether it be new space or existing.So there is no excuse not to shrink the lighting piece of the energy end use pie.
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